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As per the direction of the Election Commission of India the office of the CEO office has entrusted
the task of carrying out a study entitled, 'Baseline Survey of Knowledge, Attitude, Behavior, Belief and
Practices (KABBP)' to Chandragupt Institute of Management Patna (CIMP). The broad objective of
this study was to map the driving factors responsible for the voter turnout and also to identify the
reasons acting behind the low and high voter turnout during recently held general and assembly
elections have witnessed. The findings of the study provided some useful insights in determining the
strategic intervention for voter turnout in the ongoing elections.
Our SVEEP activities were planned and executed keeping in mind the finding of the report.
SVEEP was executed in two planned phases:
1.

SVEEP for electoral roll revision.

2.

SVEEP for Voter turnout.

Key Messaging during SVEEP Campaign:
The content of messaging during SVEEP campaign for Bihar Assembly election, 2015 were divided
into two categories. Statutory messages for dissemination of information, and messages intended
to ensure free and fair elections. A mechanism of pre-approval of SVEEP publicity was set up
through setting up of State and District level MCMC. All pre-approved SVEEP publicity materials like
Videos, Audio, hoarding, banners and posters were made available through CEO, Bihar website for
easy access.
Facilitation and Information Messages:

Voter awareness related messages:

• Information regarding Voter registration
and Search options in Voter List.

• Voting as a right.
• Ethical Voting.

• Messages popularizing the option of NOTA.

•

• Publicizing Toll-free helpline numbers.

• Messages targeting different sections
like youth, women, urban and excluded
communities.

• Alternative documents accepted as proof of
identity for Voting.

Voting as Celebration.

• Messages publicizing BMF.
• EVM and VVPAT familiarization.

SVEEP during Electoral Roll Revision:
For 100% registration of all eligible citizens, Exclusive Youth, Women and Urban-specific campaign
were designed and rolled out in Bihar at every Polling Station through the support of the
BAG's/BLO's and public meeting, reading out Electoral Rolls, distributing Pamphlets, putting
Posters. Office of the CEO in Bihar ensured continuedpublicity through following medium to ensure
error-free electoral roll for the upcoming Assembly Election in Bihar.
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•

Print Media, Electronic Channels, Radio, Internet and Mobile Phones.

•

Through CEO and DEO Portals.

•

Digital Banner Publicity through FB, YouTube, etc.

•

Piggybacking on major grass-root level government programs/ institutions.

•

Call Centre's at State and district levels.

Partner Departments and the CSO's were engaged to assist to the Electoral Registration, facilitation
and participation through Officers (EROs) and the Booth Level Officer in obtaining applications,
photographs from the eligible and new voters in the polling station area and ensuring that electoral
rolls are accurate and periodically updated.
Following these strategic efforts during summary revision of electors, we saw the following
improvements in the electoral roll:
1.

There was a net increase in electors during Special Summary revision (Publication date
31.07.2015) of 1.69%.

2.

Elector Population Ratio increased from 0.58 to 0.59.

3.

An increase in gender ratio. Gender ratio was 875 during the final publication as opposedto
871 on 15.01.2015. This points to a net increase of 4.

4.

Photo Elector Roll coverage is 99.98%.

5.

EPIC coverage is 100%.
2015
(15.01.2015)

2015
(31.07.2015)

Remarks

Total Electors

65793462

66826658

1.69% increase in electors

Male

35159484

35646870

1.38% Increase in male electors.

Female

30631704

31177619

1.71% increase in female electors.

Photo

65756682

66816376

99.98 coverage of PER

EPIC

62958490

66826658

100% EPIC Coverage

Gender Ratio

871

875(918)

Increase in gender ratio by 5.

EP Ratio

0.58

0.59 (0.54)

A one percent increase in EP atio.

Table 7 Electoral Roll Revision
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Activities:
Two special registration camps held across the state on 24th of May, 2015, and 7th June,
2015.Along with this, the option of continuous updating of electoral roll was open on all working
days until 15thSeptember, 2015. (Even after draft publication of rolls for the convenience of voters)
During the two camp days, the Booth level Officer was required to be available at the booth to
provide various services to the Elector related to Voter registration.

SVEEP activities conducted during Voter registration.
SVEEP activity were conducted to ensure widespread publicity regarding voter registration
procedure, dates and locations where citizens can register as voters.
Hoardings, banners and posters
•

Hoardings, banners and posters regarding voter registration were printed at the state level.
Every district printed the Hoardings and posters and they were displayed across the state.
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•

Audio-Spots played in key public locations: Audio spots related to Summary revision
of electoral rolls were played in key locations like Shopping Malls, railway Stations, Bus
Stands. Audio messages from famous personalities like Aamir Khan, Saina Nehwal
regarding voter registration were played. Messages explaining various forms like form 6,
Form 7 were also played. Special Jagriti Raths playing these audio spots on loud speakers
carried the message of Electoral roll revision to the voter.

audio spots being pllayed in Shekpura district

Miking in Gaya
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Facilitation to the citizens through the support of newspaper groups by organisaing
special voter registration camps.
CEO office, Bihar facilitated theh organization of voter registration camps by the Hindustan,
one of the widely read newspaper in Bihar. Hindustan conducted various SVEEP activities. As
part of its commitment, Hindustan organized various SVEEP activities as well as Voter
Registration camps across the state. The election officials participated in various camps and
accepted the received applications.

•

Rallies for voter registration
Various rallies were taken out to create awareness for Voter awareness. Cycle Rallies, rallies
by Anganwadi workers, Asha workers, Jeevika SHGs were taken out at the village levels to
create awareness regarding summary revision of polls.
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Voter Information, Facilitation and Motivation Activities
A multifaceted campaign to provide information and facilitation to voters were carried out across
the state. Numerous technological innovations were made use of to provide accurate and timely
information to the voters. Android based mobile platform was effectively used for both election
management and voter facilitation. Let us look at some of the interventions that took place during
this election cycle.

Use of technology for SVEEP:
MATDATA Android App
One of the key information gap that exists among voters is the uncertainty regarding their names
being in the Electoral Roll. Often, the electors find this information hard to come. Until now, they had
to either verify their names in the voter list by going to their ERO and searching in the Physical List,
which is cumbersome, or she/he had to use the SMS option to check for the name, which costs
money. Keeping in mind the growing popularity of android mobile phones, and the significant
usage of the mobile phone for access of information, an android App called “Matadata” was
developed.
This app is light, works well even on 2G networks, and allows the users to search their names in the
Electoral Roll, the Location of their Polling Station etc. by following simple procedures.
The app provides the facility to search the elector's name in either of the two ways:
1.

By entering EPIC number, if known.

2.

By entering one's “Name” and “Relative's Name”. The app provides facility for the Voter to
search for exact location of their polling booths.

Some of the advantages of the app are as follows:
•

Simple EPIC number based search gives an output of every detail regarding the elector, i.e.,
his Name, relative's name, part number, Polling Station details.

•

The name search is a 'string search', meaning that the names entered need not be accurate
to return results. Close matches between the names of the elector and the relative returns all
possible results. This allows the user to assess which combination belongs to him. This
feature allows the user some flexibility if he is not in knowledge of accurate information.

Screen Shots of Matdata app
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SAMADHAN
An Android App was developed to make the Public grievance redressal system more accessible.
This application provides a common platform for all complaints received from all sources – ECI,
CEO Bihar, DEO Office as well as general public.
Public can, through the app, submit photographs and videos regarding complaints on this common
platform. The complaints are acknowledged through an SMS and the actions on the complaint were
also tracked.
Samadhan makes filing complaints of various Model Code of Conduct Violations very easy. Booth
level Awareness Groups were trained to use the Samadhan App so that incidence of violations could
be easily filed.
This unique app provides for a real time complaints, providing opportunity for a robust and realtime monitoring of complaints and their redressal at every level of election machinery, cutting down
many layers in the channels of communication.

Screen Shots of Samadhan app
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ELECOM
Elecom is an Android App for open and quick access of all the Election News/Press releases by the
Commission. ELECOM allows any media person, Govt. authority or citizens to check latest news
related to Elections in Bihar.
ELECOM has helped in automation of press releases, thereby reducing the time spent on Public
Relations and timely and accurate dissemination of information to the general public, the print and
the electronic media.

Screen Shots of Samadhan app

E-Voter Slips
The concept of provision of voter slips as a convenient tool to facilitate electors to come out and vote
originated from Bihar.
During summary revision of electoral rolls, efforts were made to link Elector's mobile number to
elector details in ERMS. Voter slips were sent to the registered number of the voter for his information
before the polls. A total of 2, 12, 57,864 number of E-Voter slips have been issued.
These E-Voter Slips, although not a valid document to cast one's vote, solves the problem of having
to reach the voter physically. Just before the poll day, the elector receives an SMS providing
information regarding Epic Number, poll day, Location on Polling Station etc.
This measure acts as tool for disseminating accurate information, facilitating voter with polling
station related information, and motivating him to go out and vote.
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Use of Social media for Voter Awareness:
CEO Bihar has emphasized the extensive use of social media to spread awareness especially
among young voters. The objective behind the campaign was also to enrol new voters 18-19 years
of age to minimize the low turn-out at the polling booths and generate enthusiasm among the youth
about our smooth and open democratic system. The online campaign has played crucial role in
enhancing greater youth electoral participation for a stronger and participatory democracy.
Social Media platforms like Face book, YouTube were used extensively to disseminate Voter
Awareness contents and other critical information. Especially to motivate urban and youth elector's
Social media platforms played a significant role in fighting urban apathy which is evidenced by an
(8%) jump in VTR in Patna.
Special electronic SVEEP materials (TV Spots, audio jingles) were produced and broadcast through
TV, Radio, and also circulated through Social Media. Till date the total number of Face book
followers of CEO Bihar FB page has reached around 27542, which is a significant number.

Screen Shots of Facebook page of the CEO's Office

Screen Shots of YouTube page of the CEO's Office
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Bulk SMS campaigns:
Office of the CEO Bihar conducted massive Bulk SMS campaign using its large mobile number
database acquired from RTPS/Sanjivani. A total of 12, 41,18,971 SMS's
were sent to the Electors of Bihar phase wise. Besides, the office
partnered with all major mobile service providers like BSNL, Airtel,
Aircel, Uninor etc. who simultaneously sent a total of 9,64,57,692 SMS's
to its subscriber base. Bulk SMS's were used to broadcast voting related
information and urging voters to take part in elections in huge numbers.
Messages related to ethical voting, Poll day reminders were sent two
consecutive days before election. Moreover, the Private mobile
operators also sent 25823192 voice messages to its subscriber base.
The message sent via SMS on a day before election was "Bina kisi pralobhan ke bhaymukt
hokar vote"and "Humne to vote diya kya aapne vote dala ya nahi” . These messages were
widely disseminated.

Helplines
Helplines were set up to facilitate the voters regarding their election related queries. The toll-free
helpline set up by the Commission to address queries on voter enrolment has been of much use to
callers.Total number of calls received on 1950 was 6008
The office of the CEO in Bihar shall made effective use of Helpline numbers for voter's facilitations
wherein an elector can dial the toll free number 1800-345-1950 and get any information relating
to elections and electoral roll. Several enrolled and aspiring voters have dialled the helpline
numbers with questions on the enrolment process, change of address and correction of mistakes
during the summary revision campaign in Bihar.
Apart from the State helpline, every district set up its own toll free helpline to create multiple
channels of information systems and an effective grievance redressal mechanism.
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Presented below is the list of helpline numbers of all districts made available during
General Assembly Elections, Bihar 2015:
Sl.

District

District toll-free helpline number

1

WEST CHAMPARAN

18003456366

2

EAST CHAMPARAN

18003456373

3

SHEOHAR

18003456359

4

SITAMARHI

18003456396

5

MADHUBANI

18003456341

6

SUPAUL

18003456391

7

ARARIA

18003456347

8

KISHANGANJ

18003456361

9

PURNIA

18003456386

10

KATIHAR

18003456353

11

MADHEPURA

18003456350

12

SAHARSA

18003456351

13

DARBHANGA

18003456395

14

MUZAFFARPUR

18003456375

15

GOPALGANJ

18003456360

16

SIWAN

18003456352

17

SARAN

18003456340

18

VAISHALI

18003456368

19

SAMASTIPUR

18003456354

20

BEGUSARAI

18003456371

21

KHAGARIA

18003456393

22

BHAGALPUR

18003456346

23

BANKA

18003456392

24

MUNGER

18003456370

25

LAKHISARAI

18003456355

26

SHEIKHPURA

18003456376

27

NALANDA

18003456374
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Sl.

District

District toll-free helpline number

28

PATNA

18003456348

29

BHOJPUR

18003456372

30

BUXAR

18003456382

31

KAIMUR (BHABUA)

18003456385

32

ROHTAS

18003456356

33

ARWAL

18003456380

34

JAHANABAD

18003456378

35

AURANGABAD

18003456342

36

GAYA

18003456384

37

NAWADA

18003456381

38

JAMUI

18003456343

WhatsApp Group
WhatsApp group was extensively used as an effective medium of interaction between SVEEP Core
Committees of State and all the Districts. It proved to be an efficient monitoring tool, where
instructions and feedback were provided in real-time. It also provided a platform for exchange of
ideas and sharing of innovative SVEEP interventions among districts. It can also be considered as an
effective motivational tool, imbibing a sense of competition among District to perform better in
SVEEP.
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Celebrity Engagement /State Icons
CEO, Bihar identified and engaged state icon/celebrity as the brand ambassador to mobilize
youths and women. These celebrity participated in various events at various locations across the
state particularly colleges and spread the message of democratic engagements.

Profiles of the State icons
Shrimati Sharda Sinha
Shrimati Sinha is a famous folk singer and Padma Shri awardee.She
was engaged to motivate citizens to vote and become an active
citizen. Shrimati Sinha who is legendary voice has sung in around six
local and regional dialects to motivate electorates to cast their votes
during the ensuing general elections. The songs recorded in her
voice in Maithili, Bhojpuri, Magahi, Angika and Hindi were used in
advertisements on radio and television to spread awareness among
the voters. Her melodious voice draws the attention of the voters.
Shrimati Santosh Yadav
Santosh Yadav' is an Indian mountaineer. She is the first woman in the world to climb Mount Everest
twice, and the first woman to successfully climb Mt Everest from Kangshung Face. She first climbed
the peak in May 1992 and then did it again in May 1993.
Currently she is an officer of Indo-Tiber Border Police. She was a part of
nine-nation international climbing camp-cum-expedition to Nun Kun in
1989.
Shrimati Yadav is an inspirational figure to all the woman and men across
the world. Her ability to strive and succeed in the face of massive odds are
unmatched. She was chosen as a State Icon to spread the message of
“Can Do” Spirit in the voter awareness campaigns. She inspired
thousands of girls and boys to go out and exercise their right to vote.
Shashi Suman
Shashi Suman is a versatile singer and a live performer. He hails from Patna, Bihar. He shot into
fame when he became a finalist in Indian Idol 5, and Zee Sa Re Ga Ma Pa
Challenger 2009. He has directed the music for Sanjay Leela Bansali's
'Mary Kom'.
Shashi Suman's extra ordinary stage presence and popularity as a singer
was effectively utilized in our SVEEP campaign. Through his music, Mr
Suman attracted large crowds of youth and music lovers across Bihar
during his tour.
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District Icons
Apart from CEO, Bihar office engaging celebrities to motivate various segments of voters, some
districts engaged locally known celebrities for voter awareness and motivation campaign.
Popularity of the local stars, and connect they have with the audience has a significant impact on the
voter turnout.

Profiles of the District Icons
Gaya: Kumari Nidhi
A differently abled girl, Kumari Nidhi has been launched as District Icon of
Gaya by DEO-cum-DM, Gaya, and Mr. Sanjay Kumar Agarwal. Nidhi is deaf &
dumb by birth. Defying these shortcomings, she has turned up to be a very good
painter. She is a gold medallist in Bachelor of Fine Arts from J R H U, Chitrakoot,
and U.P.
Her tagline "Vote is my voice" had motivated electors to come forward to vote.
Purnea: Ekalavya Mahila Hockey Team
It has been always an achievement that women here have participated
more in each and every activity. This year Eklavya Mahila Hockey team
represented Bihar in Nehru National Women Hockey Championship.
Eleven members of that team were from Purnea only and Hockey is very
famous sport in Purnea.
The district has utilized the immense popularity of the team and have
used them as District Icon to target our female voters. Result was there in
front of us. This time male VTR was 58.39% while female VTR was
68.76% in Purnea.
Vaishali: Manorama Singh
Farmer, innovator, Manorama Singh, is the ambassador of District Vaishali. She
fought against the patriarchy to go work in the fields. She became the first
farmer in Lalganj to cultivate mushroom.
She urged all voters to Vote in the Elections to fight the forces that keep us down
and divide us.
Patna: Anjali Singh
Anjali Singh is a well-known name when it comes to our local celebrities from
Bihar. Probably one of the youngest radio jockeys' in India, Anjali joined Radio
Mirchi Patna as a RJ, just after she had finished her 12th board examinations. In
her career of 9 long years, Anjali has had the highest listenership record for her
show, maximum callers and sms' to her show. Anjali is the most followed RJ of
India, with more than 1.5 lac followers of Facebook and Twitter, she is also
among the top 10 most searched RJ on the Radio Mirchi Website.
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The district of Patna sought to leverage her immense popularity to motivate voters to turn up for
voting. She ran an enthusiastic campaign on air and off it, to encourage the young and the old to
vote.
Voter Slip Distribution
In 2010 during the Bihar elections, Photo Voter Slips were distributed to electors two days before the
poll day. This involved delivering crores of slips to electors at their door step through the BLOs;
however, this idea was issued as directions to all States which had gone to elections since 2010. The
KABBP end line surveys confirm that this has been most effective in getting people to come out and
vote. Before this, slips were sent to voters in the school bags of their children.
The innovative practice of provision of voter slip distribution has become a mainstream activity
during any election today. During the general election to the Assembly of Bihar, 2015, voter slip
distribution was high on priority.
A total of 66826658 voter-slips were printed. A distribution rate of 95.97% was achieved. Voter slips
dispense with the requirement of having to specify alternative identity cards in case one does not
have her/his EPIC in hand. It also provides relief to the illiterate rural electors who might find it
difficult to fulfil the requirement of producing ID cards at the time of polling.

Using Mid-media to reach electors
Hoardings, banners, posters were made use of effectively to reach the voters. These were displayed
at key locations across the state. Large sized Hoardings bus stands, railway stations, and major
junctions.
Banners were more profusely used than hoardings. Banners were used at town and village levels, at
every SVEEP related activities at the state and at the districts, in rallies being taken out by various
groups etc.
Posters were printed on mass scale both by the CEO Office and by each Districts. CEO Office
ensured posters were displayed in key places of public interactions like District Collectorate, Block
Offices, Public Health Centres, Anganwadi, Schools and other important buildings.
Posters and banners were displayed on public transport vehicles like Buses and Autos.
The intent was to have maximum visibility of key information at as many places as possible. More
than four lakhs posters banners and hoarding were printed across the state, apart from banners
printed for individual events.
Poster, Hoardings, Banners

4623514

Hoardings/Bus Panels

12263
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Posters, hoardings and banners used during Bihar assembly Election 2015
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Sankalp Patras
An innovation by one DEO, was later adopted as a best practice and became one of the key
components of the national SVEEP programme. A pledge letter is issued to the family through the
school students, who get it signed by their parents and adult family members pledging to vote in the
upcoming election and also pledging to motivate friends and neighbours to cast their vote. The
pledge letters carrying the signature of the parent are submitted back to the school which passes it
on to the district administration. With the help of such pledge letters, the district administration is
able to reach out to a large number of families ahead of the polling date.
During Bihar Assembly Elections, 2015, a total of 19134211 (close to two crore) Sankalp Patras
were issued to the school students, and 18289187 Sankalp Patras were collected back.
Sankalp Patras were issued to students on Teachers' day, combining the two events. At many
locations, Sankalps were taken by the students to urge their parents to motivate their parents and
family members to vote.
This is an exercise in reaching the huge number of families through their children, and also
moulding the democratic values in the future electors of the nation.
Sankalp Patra Issued

19134211

Sankalp Patra collected back

18289187
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Signature campaigns
Signature campaigns were conducted across the state at key places of public interaction like
government offices, banks, railway stations etc. Catchy election messages were printed on the
banners urging people to vote with empty space for signatures.
Shakshar Bharat Preraks further collected signatures in towns and villages as a part of their rallies to
mobilize voters.

Model Polling Stations
The concept of Model Polling Stations (MPS) was to provide a friendly and pleasant experience to the
voters when they come to the polling station to cast their vote. In a bid to attract voters to the polling
booths and give a festive look to the electoral exercise, some MPSs were set up in Bihar during the
Assembly Elections, 2015. Besides providing Basic Minimum Facilities (BMFs) like drinking water,
shed, toilets, and ramps at all the polling stations, MPSs attempted to give a sense of festivity to the
exercise of voting and also provided additional comforts like waiting halls, first aid kits etc.
At least one Polling Station in each block of every district was made into a Model Polling Station,
which resulted in total establishment of 1485 MPS in the state. Model Polling Stations provide the
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best facility to Voters in terms of basic Minimum Facilities such as drinking water, shade, seating
arrangements for women, elderly and people with special needs, along with general beautification
of the premises. Model Polling Station has become popular since it creates the environment of
festivities on the polling day, making Voter a special event to be celebrated with much fanfare.
Moreover, various initiatives were taken in state wherein the Polling Booths other than (MPS's),
provided additional facilities. For Example, in District Kishanganj, a competition was held in the
district for the best decorated Booth. As a result of this, all the polling stations were beautified with
minimum or no expenditure on part of election machinery.

Newspaper Engagements and Press Releases
Two full page paper Ads were given on the poll day and a day prior to it, for every phase of poll.
These paper Ads included appeal from national and State Icons, appeal and invitation from CEO
apart from relevant information like AC-wise timing of polls, important measures undertaken to
ensure free and fair polls, do's and don'ts, AC-wise timing of polls, information on important apps
and search facility, alternative documents, helpline, control room nos. of district and state etc.
Media and Press of the state were engaged in following ways:•

58Press releases were sent to all media houses on daily basis through ELECOM and through
emails. Further, Press releases also uploaded on CEO's website www.ceobihar.nic.in
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•

55 Press conferences at CEO office we organized held since the announcement of the poll.

•

Passes/authority letters to eligible electronic/Print media houses were issued without any
hurdle.

Apart from Press releases, advertisements, and press conferences, Newspapers extensively covered
various SVEEP efforts at the state level, and at the district levels, thereby amplifying the engagement
with the people.
A total of 379 newspaper insertions were made at the state level, and 1030 newspaper insertions
were made at the district levels.

16.10.2015

sample of invitation to the electors published in leadinng newspapers
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Full page paper Ads were given on the poll day and a day prior to it, for every phase of poll.
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Polling Station Centred Activities
Booth level Awareness Groups (BAG):
The concept of BAG (Booth Awareness Group) was brought by the ECI. BLOs formed booth
awareness groups (BAGs) which included booth level government functionaries, para workers,
representatives of local bodies, BLAs, BLVs head or
representative of schools/colleges in the booth area,
NSS, NYK volunteers and member representatives of
local CSO/NGO ensuring that members other than
BLAs are not aligned to any political party.
BAGs were formed at every P.S. with at least 5 members
who would play a crucial role in booth level SVEEP
activities.Their orientation done.
The districts were also asked to send the name,
designation and mobile no. of every BAG member so
that direct communication could be done with them
from any level be it DEO or CEO level for carrying out
SVEEP activities, spreading of the message of ethical
voting. This has enriched existing communication plan.
The main objective off the BAG is to spread the message of ethical voting among voters (ethical
voting campaign), to abstain from any inducement, to provide the information about the penal
provisions for violation of MCC.
•

To organize Nukkad meetings/rallies/GD on ethical voting and voter awareness to
popularize their ad/posters/banners and to associate senior citizens, retired officers NCC
cadet, CSOs for spreading the message
of ethical voting/voter awareness.

•

They were trained to use the mobile app
who in turn trained other members or
citizens and can also and complaints to
the district complaint monitoring cell
which has to inform the BAGs about
action taken keep and their identity a
secret.

•

The list of BAGs with their contact
numbers were given by the DEOs to the
Awareness observers, General observer and Expenditure observer.

•

Time to time SMS relating to voter awareness campaign were to BAGs for dissemination at
booth level.

•

Two apps (expenditure monitoring app and media app) were installed on the android mobile
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phones available with BAG and BLOs, so that they are able to click and upload the
photographs of MCC violation and expenditure related cases.

Engaging Village levels functionaries for SVEEP:
The main objective of SVEEP is to drive home the key messages needed to every voter in order for
him to make an educated franchise of his vote. Since 80% of our voters reside in villages, it becomes
crucial that our campaign reaches every village and every booth.
CEO Bihar leveraged the vast network of human resources that are the Village level
functionaries,like ASHA, Anganwadi Sevika, Shakshar Bharat Prerak, VikasMitra, TolaSevak, Talimi
Markaj, and Jeevika Community Mobilizers to conduct extensive mobilization activities.
They were central to our mobilization and awareness activities. They conducted Rallies,
NukkadNataks, PrabhatPheris, Door to Door visits undertaken to drive home voter awareness
messages and ensuring informed and ethical voting.
Village level functionaries'' understanding of the local conditions, terrain and issues make them best
suited to create awareness among rural voters.

EVM familiarization Camps
Electronic Voting Machines have been a break
through innovation in the electoral process of
India. It has helped to largely reduce the
incidences of inadmissible ballots, drastically
reduce the time taken to announce results, and
has reduced the burden on the environment by
tremendously reducing the usage of paper.
However, management of transition to newer
technologies being used at such a mass scale is
a challenge. With the introduction of VVPAT
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technology, familiarization of these innovations to the common public becomes paramount.
A large number of EVM familiarization and training camps were held all across the state. The image
of EVMs were mainstreamed by using it as many publicity material as possible. The district of <>
had its EVM in its logo itself, increasing the visibility. The catchword of the sound that is made by the
EVM registers a vote, 'PEEM' was used in audio publicity materials and slogans.
A total of <> EVM trainings were held across the state. Number of mock polling process were
conducted in schools and colleges to familiarize people with the use of EVMs. Many Jagrithi Raths
had the task of EVM familiarization.
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Nukkad Nataks
Street plays are a very important medium of mass communication. It is one of the best ways to
connect to the common man. These are much intimate, brief, and direct and address the
social/political message head-on with the help of drama. The catchy phrases and songs, crisp
script, humor and loudness help in making a long lasting and powerful effect on viewers. These
plays if targeted towards youth can really stir up emotions, create awareness and lead the way
towards positive change. Nukad nataks are an important tool in creating awareness, empowering
the youth and utilizing our right to freedom of speech and expression positively.
Nukkad Nataks werer used effectively to mobilize voters. Every district has Art teams under the
education department. Kala jathas and the dance drama teams were oriented in specified themes
of voter awareness and mobilization.
Almost every Gram Panchayat has witnessed Nukkad nataks on the themes of one's responsibility to
vote, and vote ethically. Reaching electors through innovative street plays was one of the key
features of our SVEEP efforts.
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Resource Mobilization
Creative and financial resources were mobilized for carrying SVEEP activities in the state. In addition
to this, artists, content developers, cultural troupes etc. were engaged from private and government
departments to support the office of the CEO in Bihar for voter awareness, education and
motivation. Agencies like Doordarshan & All India Radio to be pursued to provide free of cost
airtime to broadcast TV and Radio programs on their channels. PSUs/Corporates provided services
such as print space, airtime, content etc. through sponsorships and financial resource to carry out
poster and hoarding campaign. Similarly, Departments like Railways, Airports, Banks, Post office
etc. supported the campaign in Bihar through infrastructure support for the dissemination and
display of outreach materials.
Most of all Human resources of various departments at the State and at the district level was
effectively utilized to reach as many voters as possible with SVEEP messages.
Following Departments to be pursued for printing and disseminating voter's awareness messages
through Hoardings, Posters etc.
•
Bihar State Beverage Corporation
•
Bihar Rajya Pool Nirman Nigam
•
Bihar Road Construction Corporation
•
Bihar Educational Infrastructure
Development Corporation
•
Bihar Medical Infrastructure Corporation
•
Bihar Building Construction
Corporation
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Partnerships for Ensuring Greater
Participation for a Stronger Democracy

Partnerships for ensuring greater Participation for a stronger democracy
In order to expand our outreach program and maximize the turnout the office of CEO engaged
various state level agencies, government departments and civil society organizations to disseminate
messages targeting voters for greater electoral participations. These departments/agencies were
actively involved in publicizing SVEEP material at state HQ's, districts and village Panchayat level
through various outreach activities. Departments that were involved in the process were:
•

Department of Art, Culture & Youth

•

•

Department of Health

•

Education Department

•

Department of General Administrations

•

Information and Public Relation
Department

•

Women Development Corporation

•

Partnership with Radio Channels/
TV/Cable networks

•

Cinema and Cable Networks

•

Railway, Aviation, Finance, Postal

•

Jeevika

•

IPRD (Doordarshan, Air, FM channels).

•

Government
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Social Welfare Department

Mahila Samakya and Women
Development Corporations

PSU/Corporates/Societies

Department of Art, Culture &
Youth
Social Welfare Department
Department of Health
Education Department
Department of General
Administrations
Information and Public
Relation Department (IPRD)
Railway, Aviation, Finance,
Postal
RTPS/Sanjivani
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1. Bihar State Beverage
Corporation
2. Bihar Rajya Pul Nirman
Nigam
3. Bihar Road Construction
Corporation
4. Bihar Educational
Infrastructure Development
Corporation
5. Bihar Medical Infrastructure
Corporation
6. Bihar Building Construction
Corporation
7. Jeevika
8. Mahila Samakya Women
Development Corp(WDC)
9. COMFED

Civil Society
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CII-Patna Chapter
Bihar Youth Force
Patna Guitar Club
Sanmat
ADR
NYK, NSS, NCC

Media
1.

2.
3.

Partnership with Radio
Channels/ TV/Cable etworks
Cinema and Cable Networks
Radio Mirchi
Hindustan

Partnership with COMFED: Messages on Milk Packets/Parlours.
The office of the Chief Electoral officer in Bihar with the support of COMFED, carried out mass
awareness campaign at all milk parlors, milk-distribution vehicle in the state.
Also, Key messages regarding electoral participation were printed on the packet of milk to inform
voters. Milk reaches almost all urban households, and COMFED gives us accesss to such a vast
network.
A total of 2,95,47,731 (about three crore) packets were printed with Creative SVEEP slogans to
attract the attention of the users.

Motivational messages printed on Sudha milk packets
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Partnership with Jeevika
JEEViKA, Bihar Rural Livelihood Promotion Society, Govt of Bihar aims at socio-economic
empowerment of the rural poor and improving their livelihoods by developing institutions of the
women into Self Help Groups and their federations to enable them to access and negotiate better
services, credit and assets from public and private sector agencies
and institutions. Jeevika works through three tier structure of
women institutions.
JEEViKA plays a proactive role in the building up of self-esteemed
institutional architecture of poor women followed by their
continuous capacity building. By the end of Sept, 2015, 47 lakh
poor Households were mobilized into 4.40 Lakh Self Help Groups
(SHGs).
In Bihar legislative assembly election 2015, Jeevika was the major
stakeholder in awareness of voters especially at rural areas. Jeevika has strong institutions of rural
women who present half of the population in Bihar. It has 3,11,77,619 final female voters which is
almost half of the total voters in Bihar, thus vote of women was going to play an important role in the
election.

In this five phased election following
process were adopted
1.

Awareness of staffs for campaign:
facilitation is one of the essential parts of
the community mobilization that helps the
people to arrive at a decision. Thus to
aware the members about their power of
right to vote, firstly core staffs or field level
staffs were trained how to mobilize the
women so that eligible voter of households
can be reached. Women were aware
about why each and every person should
vote and why it is important.

2.

Sensitization of cadres: Jeevika has more than 30000 Cadres including Community
Mobilizers, Book keepers, CRPs, VRPs etc. who are responsible for smooth functioning of
every activity of Self-help group, Village organization and Cluster Level Federation. Through
these cadres, almost every household of each village has been reached. They were involved
in each activity during the election awareness program.

3.

Sensitization of women at SHG, VO and Cluster level: members of institutions from
base of the institution to the apex body of the institution have been aware and sensitize on
voting and encouraged their participation on the day of voting.

4.

Rally at village, sub-district and district level: Rally by the women was the strategy to
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ensure that each household get aware. It was one way to motivate and attract male voters to
go for vote. Almost each Village organization (around 100 women) organized a rally at their
village. More than 500 SHG members were participated in block and district level rally.
5.

Formation of Human chain by women: the objective of forming human chain was to
show the unity and empowerment of women. It
was formed to motivate the each section of society
men, youth, adolescent, old age. By forming chain
they were saying we all women are definitely going
to vote and all should go for voting. It was formed
at cluster and block level.

6.

Oath by each members of SHG: Each SHG
members including community mobilize in their
weekly meeting took oath that they will use their
right to vote. In this way they are becoming the part
of making their own future. At village organization
and Cluster level, each SHG and VO leader
promised each other that they will vote because they care for Bihar and their future and also
motivate other members and their relatives to participate in voting.

7.

Candle March: In order to show support voting in the Election candle march was organized
by each SHG in which all the members participated. In this way they raised awareness and
motivated all members for a good future by using their voting power.

All the effort of sensitizing and motivating the women and others through women has shown a
major remark in voting percentage. Women became the most active who sensitize all the section of
society including youth, men, oldage. Women came out of their home and showed the importance
of voting. It has been seen that the presence of no. of women at booth are more than others but
presence of men are not also less in no. Even newly married couple, old age came to vote with their
family member. They were excited to become a change agent.
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Partnership with Young Indians, Patna Chapter
The office of the CEO, Bihar partnered with Young Indians (YI), Patna Chapter.Young India is a part
of Confederation of Indian industries(CII) working on youth leadership, nation building among
other initiatives.
As a partner in SVEEP effforts of the state, YI ran a program
called Yuva Prahari.

Yuva Prahari
The program was aimed to motivate the people especially
the youth in a big way for active participation in election
process. It not only generated voter awareness but
presented it among the voters in a very entertaining and
rousing way to arouse their interest along with making them
realize their obligation towards contribution towards their democracy. As people love to do what
they find joy inside all models of joyful engagement. Yi organized a lot of exciting campaigns
among the colleges like selfie and groupfie competitions, launched a musical jingle, radio
programme with celebrities and lot more. It aimed at making the people understand the
importance of voting in a very stimulating way such that, people get excited not only to vote but
motivate other people as well to take voting as a right with cherished outlook.

The activities organised can be categorised in the below mentioned
headings like:
1.

Internet: Social Media Activities, Micro
blogging.

2.

Mobile:WhatsApp campaign, Selfie and
Groupfie activities.

3.

College/ Institutes/ Coaching Institutes:
Programs and musical functions, voter
awareness jingle.

4.

Enrollment camp in Schools/ Societies/ Clubs.

5.

Engaged PSUs and Corporate Houses through
programs and address by prominent speakers

6.

Rural Network Drive: Engaging through
nukkar natak and musical programs.
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Partnership with Hindustan
The office of the CEO engaged the popular Hindi newspaper Hindustan as its print media partner.
Hindustan ran Aao Rajneeti Karein campaign from June 8, 2015 to November 9, 2015 across
Bihar.

The main objectives of the campaign were:
•

Create awareness amongst voters to register themselves in Voter's list and vote.

•

Educate Common masses about the upcoming election.

•

Portray the issues and views of common masses.

•

Communicating the profiles of representatives.

•

Help them to decide ideal representative.

•

Approx. 4-7 pages per day per Edition from June 4, 2015 to November 10, 2015 was
dedicated for a fruitful Election.

Apart from printing relevant election news and awareness content, Hindustan undertook following
activities to create awareness among voters, motivate them, and initiate public engagement:
•

Voter registration camps across the state.

•

A program called Samagam conducted to bring the Politicians and the voters on the same
platform to initiate debates on the election agenda.

•

Samvaad & Chai Chaupaal - A discussion with people about their concerns, needs and what
they think about the upcoming elections. The event is held across 38 Districts of Bihar.

•

A reader connect program to create a platform for public views.

•

Nukkad natak to create awareness among voters.

•

Facebook chat with the editor in chief to motivate the young voters. Aao Rajneeti
KareinFacebook page has 54,000 followers.

•

Hamara MLA Kaisa Ho, and Agar Mein MLA Hotacampaigns- to capture what a common
Man wants from its representatives.

•

Candle Light march to encourage people to vote on the night before voting in all districts.
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Educate people about their Right to Vote
Aao Rajneeti Karein – A campaign to involve common masses in democratic process
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Partnership with Patna Guitar Circle
Patna Guitar Circle is an open group of all music enthusiasts in Patna, an innovative initiative of
Filumchi Studio. Lead by Ila Rawat, a singer and a professional in media, fashion and retail, the
group has a huge membership and a major following in and around town. Ila is a trained North
Indian Classical Singer who has explored various fields in art.
PGC conducted some shows for Election Commission Campaign for promoting the idea of voting
amongst the youth of Patna before Bihar Elections of 2015. PGC composed a song written by Mrs.
Neelam Prabha, specially for Election commission Campaign called- “Hind ki Nayi Fasal suno.”
The song was very motivational set in young tune so that the youth could easily relate to it. “tum wo
daur ho tamaam umra ka, jo na ho toh kuchh nahin hai zindagi” meaning “you're that phase of life,
the youth, which if not present, will devoid life from itself,” was one of the lines in the song that
attracted huge applause and motivated the audiences to hear them out more closely. The song
clearly stated that voting is the need of the day for a better tomorrow… a better today. “Tera
Matadhikaar, tujhko raha pukaar,” challenged the young to come up and take responsibility as a
citizen and contribute to their country.
PGC went to various colleges and public places with lead singers Ila and Farroghe Azam, “Azmi,”
and guitarist Harish. Azmi is a business person, very active in social work and a major music
enthusiast. Azmi also leads a music group called Community Jamming. Azmi uses music as his
medium to communicate social messages. In his words, they jam to bring all the communities of the
world together. His performance in the Election Commission Campaign was tremendously
energising. People screamed to his lines, “Desh hamara kab badlega, and hum badlenge tab
badlega.”
PGC with Azmi and Ila did some amazing performances for motivating the youth of Patna. Both of
them are continuing to take this zest forward with their common medium- music.
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Messages through RTPS, Sanjeevni and Private mobile service providers
RTPS and SANJIVANI (Govt schemes) services were used to send the messages amongst electors in
Bihar. During Bihar Assembly Elections, 2015 approx 12, 41,18,971 crores SMS's informing
elector's regarding polling day, time etc. on the day of poll and a day before were sent.
The slogans of message on a day before the election were " "Bina kisi pralobhan ke bhaymukt hokar
vote" and the slogan on day of poll”Humne to vote diya kya aapne vote dala ya nahi?
Besides, the office partnered with all major mobile service providers like BSNL, Airtel, Aircel, Uninor
etc. who simultaneously sent a total of 9,64,57,692 SMS's to its subscriber base. Bulk SMS's were
used to broadcast voting related information and urging voters to take part in elections in huge
numbers.
Messages related to ethical voting, Poll day reminders were sent two consecutive days before
election. Moreover, the Private mobile operators also sent 25823192 voice messages to its
subscriber base.
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Blank

Special Events &
Innovative Activities

Voter Facilitation Centres
Voter facilitation centres were set up at several locations, including villages to provide villagers with
Key information. In West Champaran district, one voter facilitation centre was set up in each Gram
Panchayat, manned by Shakshar Bharat Preraks. They had a copy of Voter list of the booths of that
particular GP, important Contact numbers like helplines, and a pamphlet with all the key
information like Poll day, timings, Accepted ID cards etc.
These centres became the focus points of SVEEP activities in each GPs.
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Balloons/blimps
Helium balloons and blimps were flown across many districts in busy areas like market, collectorate
etc. These hot air balloons were an eye catching way to garner attention of the electors.
Big balloons flying around carrying messages urging people to vote creates a sense of excitement
among urban voters, who usually are apathetic towards voting. This initiative was taken in districts
like West Champaran, Purnia, Patna among others.

Human chain formation
Human chain formation events to urge electors to vote were conducted across the state. Creative
depiction to garner attention like formation of India map, formation of the words 'Aao Vote Karein',
concentric circles, etc were formed.
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Sticker Campaigns
Stickers with voter awareness messages were extensively used to reach every household. Stickers
were pasted on LPG cylinders, fertilizer bags, household doors, two wheelers and cars to extend
visibility of voter awareness messages.

Pamphlets
Pamphlets were printed
across the state by various
District Election Officers
across the state to
disseminate key information
to the voters. These
pamphlets were circulated
door to door, and as
newspaper insertions to
reach the voters.
The pamphlets were printed
just before elections to reach
the voters with critical, timely,
and important information
like polling dates, important
do's and Don'ts, Alternative
ID cards valid for voting etc.
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Prabhat Pheri
Early morning walks by Anganwadi Workers, Ashas to mobilize electors to participate in elections.
Mornings are the time when people in the villages are available. This opportunity was utilized by the
village level functionaries to motivate the electors.

Rallies
Numerous rallies were held across the state to generate awareness about voting. Walk for Votes,
Cycle rallies, motorcycle rallies, Auto Rickshaw rallies etc were conducted at different dates across
the state. Different Departments, Agencies, and Civil Society organisations conducted their own
rallies to create awareness.
Apart from grabbing attention of the bystanders and residents of areas, rallies gain significant press
coverage, thereby amplifying the effect of the event.
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Reading the Sankalpa Patra and taking Oath
All the awareness campaign in villages and (other strategic locations) at Panchayats, block, District
and State levels concluded by ceremony of "Taking Oath” and taking Sankalpa. Moreover, Special
SHG meeting were organized before polling day throughout the state in which Jeevika workers took
vows for voting and exerting their right in Bihar Assembly Elections.
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Road paintings
Some districts used the innovative idea of painting the roads with key election messages along with
the dates. The messages were short, and painting in big and bold characters so as to not distract the
motorists. Messages such as “EK November Ko Vote Karein”, “Vote hamaara haq hain” were
painted.

Mehendi for vote
Mehendi for vote events were organised in many places to engage women voters. Women
participated by drawing beautiful designs on the theme of election on their palms, which served as
innovative way to appeal to the voter.
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Run for vote
Short runs were organised by various districts to garner attention of the masses, especially the youth.
People participated in huge numbers showing their solidarity towards the cause. These events often
accompanied Oath taking ceremonies where people pledged to vote in the upcoming elections.
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Combining Sveep with Festival Celebrations
Election dates this time fell around the festival dates of Durga Pooja and Eid. Durga Pooja pendals
were effectively used to broadcast audio Spots related to voter awareness. Banners and poster were
also used in key locations. Durga Pooja pendals gather a huge footfalls and the occasion was put to
use to reach as many prospective voters as possible.
SVEEP activity was combined with Eid prayers, thus reaching communities gathered in for prayers
and celebrations.
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Concerts/Cultural Events/Road Shows
The Office of the CEO along with celebrities and artists organised several events to motivate electors
through musical and cultural shows.
Celebrities like the singer Shashi Suman, Sharada Sinha, Malini Awasthi, used their talents and
popularity to draw huge crowds during their voter awareness tours across the state.

Invitation Letters
The office of the CEO, Bihar put up a two page
advertisement in all the major newspapers urging
people to vote. This had wide reach and visibility.
Every DEO sent out Invitation to the voters in their own
capacity. Some districts used this occasion creatively to
print colourful and eye catching Invitation letters to the
electors of their respective districts.
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Sports Competitions
In order to attract the youth towards electoral participation, several sporting competitions were held
across the state. Competition like Swimming, volleyball, Kabaddi, Tricycle race, slow cycling race
etc. were fun filled activities that mixed important messages to the youth with fun activities.

Countdown banners
Several districts displayed countdown banners to create a sense of excitement among the people to
vote. These banners were updated every day counting down to the day of polling.
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Post Card Writing
Voters from all across rural Bihar wrote to voters in Patna in a campaign aimed at shaking of urban
apathy and getting urban voters to participate in the democratic process.

Jagrithi Raths
Mobile vehicles performing various SVEEP activities were one of the salient features of our
campaign. Districts across Bihar engaged many Jagrithi Raths using loud speakers to urge people
to vote. Districts like Patna used visual medium too, playing SVEEP awareness videos on TV at
strategic stops in their journey. These Jagrithi Raths aimed at reaching people through audio
content.
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Printing of Electoral Roll and Pamphlets in Urdu
In order to encourage the Muslim population in the muslim-concentration districts of Bihar, electoral
roll was also published in Urdu in Gaya and Purnia among other Districts. Apart from this,
pamphlets were printed in Urdu in some districts. This acts as an innovative facilitation measure to
the segment of population who are well versed in Urdu. It also aims to improve the confidence of the
minority community, in order to have a more inclusive electorate participating in the election.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Constant monitoring of SVEEP programme was dun by the CEO, Additional CEO and other officials
of SVEEP division to assess the efficacy of the SVEEP interventions at the state and district level
including the timely and proper utilization of funds. Regular Video Conferences, Telephonic interpersonal calls were made with the DEO's and SVEEP core committee members. In addition of that,
Fortnightly Reports were obtained on MIS regarding media insertions, posters, banners,
mobilization activities, EVM trainings, Voters slips, Modle Poling Stations, Basic Minimum Facility,
SMS and other innovative activities under SVEEP. In addition to that WhatsApp app was used to
monitor and send instruction on real time basis supported by field visits to keep the track of the
activity from HQ.
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